
Christians regard the Bible as the authoritative and inspired word of God, yes,
having human authors, but those authors led by the Spirit to record what God
wrought. Yet to say so may already be to somewhat overstate the case. Christians
can take widely different views of what one means by authoritative and inspired.
Many Christians indeed regard the Bible as inerrant, fully accurate down to the
slightest detail, even when accounts of the same event plainly differ in slight details.
They seek and often find plausible explanations for the differences, while trusting
that future investigations will resolve other differences, as has happened in the past.

The Bible’s genealogies provide a sound example. Both the Old Testament and New
Testament contain long and short genealogies, ancestors upon ancestors, with
references to spouses, siblings, parents, in-laws, aunts, uncles, grandparents, and so
on. Moses, for instance, married a Midianite woman Zipporah whose father, Moses’
father-in-law, the Bible identifies several times as the Midian priest Jethro. Jethro,
whose flocks Moses was tending when Moses saw God’s burning bush, played key
roles for Moses on at least a couple of occasions, and so is a relatively significant
Old Testament figure. Yet the Bible also refers to Moses’ father-in-law as Reuel the
Midianite. Error? Contradiction?

Possibly, but not necessarily so. Many Bible figures have different names in
different contexts, such as Esther in one cultural context but named Hadassah in
another cultural context. Jacob was Jacob until God renamed him Israel. Daniel
bore that Jewish name until the Babylonians called him Belteshazzar in captivity,
while his companions Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah became Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego. And so, Reuel, translated friend of God, is a sensible name for a
Midianite priest, Moses’ father-in-law, while Jethro, translated abundance, is also a
sensible name for a man with plentiful flocks. Moses’ father-in-law may just have
had different names for different contexts, much as a person today may have a
formal name for work, an intimate name for home, and a nickname for recreation
among friends.

Others would regard the Bible’s authority as residing in its principles and its
inspiration as residing in its prophecy, not expecting or seeing inerrancy in the
details of factual context. Matthew 5:18 records Jesus saying that not the least mark
will pass from the law until time fulfills it all. Many take this statement to mean that



the Bible’s commands are true and its many prophecies inerrant, not necessarily that
every other word of genealogy, geography, history, or circumstance is fully
accurate, especially in every Bible version and translation. Indeed, historians and
others who study ancient documents find that one of the marks of their veracity is a
reasonable distribution of factual inaccuracies. Too perfect of a collection of
accounts from different sources means mythology, rehearsal, rather than
remembrance, memory.

Inerrancy would generally mean without error in all that the Bible affirms. To return
to the question, Christians do find in the Bible itself good reasons to regard the
Bible as inerrant. Authoritative biblical reasons for Christians to hold the Bible
inerrant include that God does not lie or err, God’s word is truth, and that the Bible
is God’s word, God-breathed. Christians use scripture to interpret scripture,
depending above all on the Bible’s internal consistency. The Bible certainly would
not be consistent with every external criticism that the atheist levels at it, for
instance. To be fair, one judges a thing against the standard that the thing itself sets.
Scripture thus holds that scripture is true. Both the Old Testament in Isaiah 40:8 and
the New Testament in Matthew 24:35, recording Jesus’s own statement, assert that
God’s word does not pass away but stands forever.

Yet one should not confuse inerrancy with literal truth. The two mean different
things. The Bible is inerrant when read within its literary forms and historical
contexts. For instance, Jesus described himself as a vine, door, gate, shepherd, and
rock, while others described him as a lamb. He was and is literally none of those
things. He was and is instead fully man while fully God. Each of those other
descriptors for Jesus is instead a figure of speech. Each refers to qualities that Jesus
exhibits in circumstances to which the full accounts, the context for the descriptors,
referred. To be fair to the text, one must judge figures as such rather than intended
as if they were literal truths.

What mainstream Christians don’t do is misinterpret as allegory the Bible’s
description of actual events. Jesus literally rose from the dead, coming back alive in
resurrected life. The disciples and other followers who witnessed him alive did not
just imagine him alive in their hearts. Christians do not regard some Bible
descriptions as allegory, myth, or legend, and other descriptions as fact. To pick and



choose what to accept and what to reject is to throw out the authority of the whole
thing, casting everything into doubt. Those who doubt are like sea-tossed waves, as
James 1:6 states, while those who accept all that the Bible affirms as true, build a
foundation on rock, as Matthew 7:25 and Luke 6:48 record Jesus saying, indeed on
the Rock.

Jesus repeatedly demonstrated the proper use of scripture, as utterly reliable. He
three times answered Satan by beginning, “It is written,” then quoting Bible
passages. He taught crowds, answered critics, and explained his meaning, by
beginning, “It is written,” then quoting Bible passages. The apostles in their letters,
especially Paul, repeatedly use the same phrase, “It is written,” then quoting
scripture. John’s accounts in Revelation do the same. Christians do rely on God’s
word above all else. They certainly make no apology for doing so. If one wishes to
call that Bible inerrancy, then so be it. Simply judge the question fairly, applying
biblical forms, historical context, and internal standards to Bible interpretation. No
other text accomplishes anything like what the Bible accomplishes because it is
indeed the inspired, authoritative, and inerrant word of God.


